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[image: Preethi Sam]

Preethi Sam
wrote
The Things Users Would Appreciate In Mobile Apps
Apr 5, 2024
in
Mobile,
Web Design,
User Experience
What can we do to make a mobile app better? What subsidiary features are worth providing for our users? I have some ideas. You might, too. So, let’s compare our notes. Without any prescriptions attached, here are seven features I believe can palpably improve a user’s experience with a mobile app.
Continue reading ↬
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Tatsiana Tarkan
/
Apr 3, 2024
in
UX,
Icons,
Design Systems
Iconography In Design Systems: Easy Troubleshooting And Maintenance
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Silvestar Bistrović
/
Apr 2, 2024
in
CSS,
Animation,
Techniques
Infinite-Scrolling Logos In Flat HTML And Pure CSS



[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]
Front-End & UX Workshops, OnlineBoost your skills live, with our online workshops.
E.g. Successful Design Systems with Brad Frost and Accessibility For Designers with Stéphanie Walter.
Jump to all workshops ↬
2.5h live sessions, video recordings and Q&A.




Accessible Front-End Components
Reliable accessible UI components: :focus styles, modals, date pickers, navigation, tables, buttons, SVGs.
Explore Accessible Components

CSS Generators & Tools
Useful CSS tools for animations, shadows, cubic-bezier curves, easing gradients, filters, overlays, type scales.
Explore CSS Generators

Front-End Boilerplates & Starter Kits
HTML boilerplates, CSS resets, forms, dev themes, gitignore, CSS snippets, static sites, style guides.
Explore Front-End Boilerplates



See All Guides

Latest Posts
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Cosima Mielke
wroteColorful Blossoms And Rainy Days (April 2024 Wallpapers Edition)
Could there be a better way to welcome the new month than with a little inspiration boost? We might have one for you: desktop wallpapers created by the community for the community. Enjoy!

March 31, 2024
in
Wallpapers


[image: Victor Ayomipo]

Victor Ayomipo
wroteHow Developers Can Strengthen Their Mental Health Amidst High-Pressure Projects
There’s no shortage of articles about the mental health of developers, ranging from personal accounts of harrowing work experiences to round-ups of advice on how to preserve healthy work habits. But what working situations trigger things like stress, anxiety, burnout, and depression? Victor Ayomipo shares his personal triggers and how he manages them.

March 29, 2024
in
Workflow,
Mental Health,
Inspiration
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Cosima Mielke
wroteThe Future Of User Research: Expert Insights And Key Trends
Based on responses from over 1,200 product professionals, Maze’s Future of User Research Report uncovers how product teams conduct research to inform decision-making and build successful products. Learn about the top three trends defining the user research industry in 2024 and beyond.

March 27, 2024
in
UX


[image: Henry Bley-Vroman]

Henry Bley-Vroman
wroteSetting And Persisting Color Scheme Preferences With CSS And A “Touch” Of JavaScript
There are many ways to approach a “Dark Mode” feature that respects a user’s system color scheme preferences and allows for per-site customization. Henry Bley-Vroman walks through a new possibility that leans into cutting-edge CSS, with minimal JavaScript to support persisting the user’s color scheme preference across pages.

March 25, 2024
in
CSS,
JavaScript,
Techniques




[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Join 1,916 Smashing Members
A friendly community for people who design and build the web. With books, workshops, goodies and early-birds — for just 1 coffee a month. Take a look around.
Join the community ↬
Already have an account? Sign in!
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Chiara Aliotta
wroteCrafting Experiences: Uniting Rikyu’s Wisdom With Brand Experience Principles
Whether digital or physical, designing a customer touchpoint requires an understanding of the essential relationship between the brand and the user experience, which is also known as the brand experience. This article is a simple guide to building long-lasting customer relationships based on the seven rules of Rikyu in the Japanese tea ceremony for a creative and memorable twist.

March 21, 2024
in
User Experience,
Branding,
Product Strategy


[image: Vitaly Friedman]

Vitaly Friedman
wroteNow Shipping: Success At Scale, A New Smashing Book by Addy Osmani
It’s here, and it’s shipping! Meet our newest Smashing book, ”Success at Scale”. It’s filled with practical insights and real-world case studies of how big changes can be made on projects of any size. Addy Osmani has curated finest examples, case studies and interviews to help you get successful at scale. Jump to the details and get the book right away.

March 20, 2024
in
Smashing Books


[image: Krisztina Szerovay]

Krisztina Szerovay
wroteSketchnotes And Key Takeaways From SmashingConf Antwerp 2023
How was the first SmashingConf in Antwerp, you ask? One of our online attendees, Krisztina Szerovay, shares her sketchnotes and takeaways of the talks that were held on both days of the conference — with photos and recordings saved as best for last. See you live in Antwerp this year, maybe?

March 18, 2024
in
Events,
SmashingConf
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Preethi Sam
wroteEvent Calendars For Web Made Easy With These Commercial Options
Collection of top-notch calendar components for seamless event scheduling. Whether you prefer ready-to-use setups or enjoy tweaking code for a tailored experience, these calendars have you covered.

March 12, 2024
in
Tools,
Web Components
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That’s The Smashing Family.
Smashing Magazine is so much more than articles.

[image: A friendly Smashing Cat, reading books while being mysterious, of course.]Smashing Books
14 printed books and 67 eBooks. Written for web developers, designers and marketeers.
Jump to books ↬
Free airmail shipping wordlwide. No ifs or buts.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Workshops
Online workshops with experts. Broken into 2.5h-segments, with interactive, live sessions.
Jump to workshops ↬
2.5h live sessions, with video recordings and Q&A.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Job Board
Helping designers and developers find great jobs, and connect with great companies.
Jump to jobs ↬
Freelancers and full-time, in front-end & UX.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Membership
A friendly community for people who design and build the web. With discounts, goodies and fancy cats.
Jump to Membership ↬
For just 1 coffee a month.

[image: The Smashing Cat exploring new insights, at Smashing Workshops, of course.]Smashing Newsletter
Weekly tips on front-end & UX, delivered straight to your inbox. Just practical stuff that you can use.
Jump to Newsletter ↬
You can unsubscribe with 1 click any time.





Winter – Spring 2024 • New WorkshopsBoost Your Skills Online,
On Front-End, Design & UX
Meet Smashing Workshops, with practical, actionable insights from experts — live. With interactive exercises, slides, video recordings and a friendly Q&A.
         
Explore all speakers and topics →
[image: The Smashing Cat enjoying adventures, and the sun.]


Community Links
[image: Catt Small, person of the week]


Person Of The Week
Catt Small is a Staff Product Designer at Dropbox, game maker, and developer. She has worked with companies of all sizes, including Asana, Etsy, SoundCloud, and Nasdaq. An observer at heart, Catt focuses on ways to improve the lives of people through design. Many of her personal projects tackle issues related to interpersonal relationships, self-expression, gender, and race. Catt has spoken at schools and events across the world and writes about professional development. You can view her work at cattsmall.com. Thank you for everything you do for the community, dear Catt!
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Nitish Khagwal
wroteFigma Design Tips
April 8, 2024 —
Do you want to give your Figma workflow a productivity boost? Nitish Khagwal shares all his not-so-secret but powerful Figma tips to make working with Figma smart, fast, and super productive.
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Kate Moran
wroteHow People Read Online
April 5, 2024 —
People rarely read online — they’re far more likely to scan. Kate Moran explores findings from a series of eyetracking studies to see how fundamental scanning behaviors remain constant through the years.


[image: Michael Villar]

Michael Villar
wroteIntuitive Context Menus
April 4, 2024 —
Context menus have existed for decades, but many new apps still fail to deliver them at the standard users have come to expect. Michael Villar shares best practices for building seamless, intuitive context menus.
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Taras Bakusevych
wroteOnboarding Best Practices
April 3, 2024 —
A great user onboarding experience shortens the time it takes for users to understand the value of your product. Taras Bakusevych shares best practices that will help you design a streamlined first-time user experience.


[image: David Hall]

David Hall
wroteGuide To Microcopy
April 2, 2024 —
Microcopy is an essential consideration in the design process and can make or break a user experience. David Hall wrote a practical guide that helps designers master the skill of crafting effective microcopy.


[image: Evan Karageorgos]

Evan Karageorgos
wroteRapid Group Ideation
March 28, 2024 —
Pairing a diverse team with the right processes can help solve big UX challenges or identify new opportunities. Evan Karageorgos shares the group ideation process they use at Booking.com to generate ideas for new and existing features and flows.



More links on Twitter
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With a commitment to quality content for the design community.
Founded by Vitaly Friedman and Sven Lennartz. 2006–2024.
Smashing is proudly running on Netlify, TinaCMS and Swell.
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